
Grand Strand Rodeo Rules 
 

1. All SCDNR Rules are in effect and any fish or competitor caught breaking 
these will be disqualified.  

2. This is a monthly tournament with specified eligible species each month. 
3. The Top 3 Grand Prize Winners will be drawn from a list of the monthly 

winners for each species at the Awards Dinner.  
4. The Myrtle Beach Chamber of Commerce, Trilogy Outdoors and all 

Sponsors assume no responsibility for personal injury or property damage 
during the rodeo.  

5. All contestants must be registered prior to weighing in any species.  
6. Every participant must have a picture of them and their fish when it is 

caught. Whether they are in a boat on a pier or at a pond. Every entrant 
must show a picture of them with the fish prior to any of our weigh 
stations agreeing to weigh the fish for the tournament. NO EXCEPTIONS 

7. Every entry is eligible for the fresh and saltwater divisions and can weigh 
as many species throughout the tournament as you like.  

8. All fish must be caught on rod and reel.  
9. There are no boundaries for this tournament however all fish must be 

weighed at an official weigh station within 12 hours of being caught.  
10. All official weigh stations will be listed on the tournament page on our 

website at www.trilogyoutdoorsmedia.com. Select weigh stations may 
require that you notify them in advance to weighing a fish.  

11. A registered entrant can count any weight on a fish that is weighed in 
another tourney on a certified scale. They must have the picture of the 
scale at the time they weigh and must follow all other GSFR rules.  

12. Only the eligible species for the rodeo will be weighed. 
13. All fish must be weighed on an official scale that has been provided to all 

of the weigh stations.  
14. Every entrant must fight any fish that they plan on weighing for it to be 

considered a legal catch.  
15. No mutilated fish will be weighed regardless of the length of the fish.  
16. Fishing can be done from boat, shore, dock, pier, surf, or jetties.  
17. The tournament committee reserves the right to disqualify any fish that it 

deems illegal or caught outside of the tournament guidelines.  
18. Each entrant can win unlimited monthly contests. However, they are only 

eligible for one of the top 3 drawings at Awards Dinner. 



19. Each Entrant will be allowed to attend the Awards Dinner free of charge. 
The Awards Dinner will have available tickets to purchase and they will be 
on a first come first serve basis.  

20. Any tie will be decided by the earlier of the fish weighed that month or 
for the largest at the end of the year. 
 
 

 


